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Despite the fact that the highly anticipated fourth Avengers movie, Avengers: Endgame, has not yet been released, fans are already looking forward to what happens to the Marvel Cinematic Universe afterwards. Since the name Engame somewhat implies that the adventures of the Avengers team will not
continue, the reality is that fans have a lot to be optimistic about. Let's see what we know by now to see what the future holds for the Avengers. 'Avengers 5' has not yet been confirmed Unfortunately, the fifth Avengers movie has not yet been confirmed by the studio, so right now all we can say is that it is
uncertain if there will be anything after Endgame. However, Marvel Cinematic Universe films are divided into different stages. We are currently in Phase 3, which began with Captain America: Civil War in 2016 and will end with Avengers: Endgame. So it's less likely that things end at the MCU and simply
move on to another exciting period in the history of cinema. For those interested, Marvel has booked a few weekends from 2020 to 2022, so fans believe Avengers 5 is likely to fall under one of those release dates. Based on past releases of other Avengers movies, Inverse.com predicts Avengers 5 could
come out either on May 7, 2021 or May 6, 2022. The amount of time between then and now (at the time of writing, it's April 17, 2019) means there's plenty of time to lay the groundwork for an overarching narrative that could then focus on the fifth Avengers movie while establishing stories for new and
veteran MCU heroes, the site wrote. 'Spider-Man: Far From Home' will kick off the next stage in the Marvel Cinematic Universe Just months after Avengers: Endgame, the first Stage 4 movie will come out. Spider-Man: Far From Home, which takes place as Peter Parker goes on a school trip to Europe,
will hit theaters July 5, 2019. While Marvel has not yet revealed its plans for Phase 4, we are projected to know more once Spider-Man: Far From Home is released. There are currently other MCU films in the making We also know that there are several other Phase 4 films at various stages of production. 
Black Panther 2 has been confirmed, although it seems the film is currently only in the screenwriting phase as we speak. So right now it's hard to tell what the movie will be like and whether the beloved villain Killmonger will return or not. Black Widow, the first standalone film starring Scarlett Johansson as
the title superhero, is reportedly also in the works. Some have predicted that black widow could take place before the first Avengers movie back in 2012, although this still needs to be confirmed. Doctor Strange 2 is also in the making, which fans found surprising given the character died in Avengers:
Infinity War Year. However, no one is actually dying at the MCU, so Marvel has confirmed that Stephen Strange will indeed be back in another solo film. Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 will be released some time in the future. The film was recently pushed back for being fired by the director, and now the
release date is not yet known. However, Chris Pratt reassured fans that the studio is still working diligently on the film. In addition to movies starring superheroes that fans already know and love, there are several upcoming ones that aim to introduce some new faces to the Marvel Cinematic Universe and
diversify the genre. Shang-Chi will be the first Asian superhero movie. Moreover, The Eternals, which will follow a group of cosmic beings who are gods of the earth, are expected to have an openly gay character. Just when you thought Avengers: Endgame smashed all records, Marvel's blockbuster made
history again. Endgame has been a huge success at the box office and is officially the highest-grossing film in cinema history. Although Disney has fiercely advocated for the film to be nominated for best picture at the Academy Awards, it actually made cinema history by being stifled at the Academy
Awards. The cast of Marvel's 'Avengers: The Endgame' | Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images for Disney's Disney campaigns for 'Endgame' Avengers: Endgame grossed a cool $2.7 billion at the box office, easily overshooting Avatar as the highest-grossing movie of all time. Because of this success,
Disney has fiercely advocated for Endgame to take home as many Oscar nominations as he can. The studio campaigned for Best Actor (Robert Downey Jr.), best picture and best visual effects. Unfortunately, the film only grabbed a nomination for best visual effects. To be fair, the film went against some
serious competition across the board. And superhero movies aren't usually considered Oscar-worthy unless you're talking about Black Panther, which was the first Marvel movie nominated for best picture. Even in a category such as Visual Effects, Avengers: Endgame failed to rise above the competition.
The category included Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, The Lion King, Irishman and 1917 (which ultimately won). While Disney's efforts apparently failed, the studio still made history at the Academy Awards. 'Avengers: Endgame' gets snubbed at the Oscars with Endgame failing to take home a best
picture nomination, the film making history as the first film to earn the highest grossing film of all time and failing to get a best picture nomination. According to We Got This Covered, every other film that has come first at the box office has been nominated for best picture at the Oscars. Gone With The
Wind, for example, won best picture in 1939, and after The Sound of Music earned the top spot in 1966, it also won a best picture nomination. Exist other examples of high-earning films nominated for best picture, including The Godfather, Jurassic Park, Avatar and Jaws. Not everyone won the prize, but
they were conflicted. Avengers: Endgame, on the other hand, wasn't even considered in the category. Snub is a pretty big deal for Disney, but it doesn't take away from the fact that the movie grossed close to $3 billion. Robert Downey Jr. opens up about Avengers Except for Best Picture, Disney also
failed to secure a nomination for Downey Jr. for Best Actor. Avengers: Endgame marked the actor's last outing as Tony Stark, better known as Iron Man, and there were plenty of fans who believed he deserved to be in the running. The best actor award for the 2020 Academy Awards went to Joaquin
Phoenix for his role in The Joker. Other actors nominated in the category included Leonardo DiCaprio (Once Upon a Time in Hollywood), Adam Driver (Marriage Story), Antonio Banderas (Pain and Glory) and Jonathan Pryce (The Two Popes). Although he wasn't nominated for an Oscar this year,
Downey Jr. recently revealed which character he'd like to portray at the MCU other than Iron Man. Surprisingly, Downey Jr. declared that he would like to portray Hawkeye (Jeremy Renner) on big screens, but only because he is a big fan of the way Renner brought the character to life. Looking back on it
now - also because I'm such a Jeremy Renner fan, and he made it so cool, especially when he turns into Ronin [in Avengers: Endgame] - I'd say Hawkeye would be my go-to, he shared. The concept art of 'Avengers: Endgame' unveils new suits As Disney looks ahead to the start of phase 4 of the MCU,
Marvel recently unveiled unused conceptual art for a time-traveling Captain America costume (Chris Evans). Marvel visual development supervisor Ian Joyner shared the images on social media. The photos feature Evans in three different iterations of the suit, all inspired by Iron Man and Guardians of the
Galaxy. The next film in Marvel's lineup is Black Widow, which is due out in theaters on May 1. The film will be followed by the November premiere of The Eternals, along with several television shows due for release later this year. Marvel fans can stream a special version of Avengers: Endgame on
Disney+. Don't miss: Kobe Bryant's best NBA All-Star Game MOMENTS While you can still move around Netflix right now to pick some of your favorite Movies from the Marvel universe, soon that luxury will come to an end. It's with sadness that we count down how many movies we can watch before
they're taken off Netflix forever and why fans shouldn't expect to see Endgame on Netflix. Why Netflix is the big Netflix | Rafael Henrique/SOPA Images/LightRocket via Getty Images For years Netflix has entertained us with unlimited episodes of our Shows. We watched back-to-back episodes of things
like Office, Friends, and Parks and The Rec despite Netflix reminding us that we spend our day on the couch with your regular Are you still there? prompt. They also conquer us with their stellar original content. Netflix has long been a platform to turn to when we have pauses to kill. Over the last few years,
Netflix has been a production power player because they've made original series that fans loved (like the popular Stranger Things) and original A-list star movies (like Sandra Bullock and Jennifer Aniston) that had fans all over the world tune in (think Birdbox and Dumplin'). However, they also have a long
list of movies at the box office that we've included to see. Especially when they had a contract with Disney studios. What are Marvel movies currently on Netflix? All recent Disney movies have come to Netflix since 2016 and that's why there are still some Marvel movies available on the streaming service
this month. Netflix had a deal with Disney that also bought Netflix Captain America: Civil War and Doctor Strange, but they were unfortunately removed from the site. Captain Marvel will be the first Marvel film not to appear on Netflix. But you can still watch these five Marvel movies on Netflix, for now.
'Thor: Ragnarok' Chris Hemsworth's third standalone Thor movie is available to stream from Netflix through December 6, 2019. 'Avengers: Infinity Wars' Intergalactic Battle featuring a reunion of all your favorite Avengers heroes will be available on Netflix until June 25, 2020.  'Guardians of the Galaxy Vol.
2' You can watch wise Chris Pratt do the Starlord thing only until May 5, 2019. 'Ant-Man and the Wasp' These pint-sized superheroes are behind until 2020. July 29, 2020, is scheduled for the day of removal for this one. What will Marvel's Disney+ movies offer? Starting with Captain Marvel, MCU movies
will instead only be viewed on Disney's newly announced streaming service, which will be appropriately called: Disney+. The New York Times reported that starting with Captain Marvel in March, all movies Walt Disney Studios releases in theaters will subsequently arrive on Disney's streaming platform
instead of Netflix, leaving Netflix subscribers in uncertain print. If they want to watch movies produced by Disney they will have to buy a Disney streaming service that is expected to have a start date of late 2019. Will we be able to watch 'Avengers: Endgame' on Netflix? Unfortunately, the only way to
stream Avengers: Endgame, or any other Disney movie, will have to be on Disney's streaming service. All connections to Netflix will end with the current agreement.   Why is Disney+ removing Marvel from Netflix? When Disney has control of all its movies again, be making more money, and money is
always the ultimate goal. By taking all their movies back and putting them only on its own streaming service, Disney gets all the subscription money that subscribers will pay for, and they'll have more control over their content instead of renting it to Netflix. So keep in mind. Your favorite Star Wars movies
and other Disney movies will also leave Netflix. Star Wars: Rogue One leaves on 18 January 2019. Episode VIII leaves on 26 December 2019 and Solo: A Star Wars Story is released on 9 July 2020. A full list of other Disney movies doing their planned disappearance can be found here.  Here. 
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